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rnAPTER I

1HE NEO-SATIRICAL PROBLEM
The drawings involved in this studio thesis were executed
during the 1970-71 academic year, but the original thought processes
for the content statements began to emerge in 1961 as the investigator
began to encormter our industrial society.

As a result of personal

experiences with machine industry, a viewpoint concerning the relationship between man and machine began to develop.

A dichotomy between

the "flexible" and "human" versus the "rigid" and "mechanical" resulted
in two graphic symbols.
organic" theme were:

The symbols created within this "mechano-

(1) the animal, organic, intestinal, and bio-

morphic forms; (2) the mechanical, synthetic, manufactured, or manmade forms.
It might be asslililed that the characteristics of formal organization of our industrial economy are often in direct opposition to
creative behavior and self-actualization:
People are "driven" to express their rmique personalities.
to "actualize" their potentialities . . . these motives help define
what we might call a person's self-interest. However, the formal
work organization is not ordinarily designed with the members'
self-interest in mind (21:32).
Furthermore, the antithesis of creative development was pointed out in
Paul Romano's article entitled, "Life on the Job:"
1

2

Many machines require constant repetition of routine actions.
the attitude of the worker is: "All that the company is interested
in is production." This is his way of protesting against the
complete disregard of the individual human element (3:192-3).
The purpose of this study was to discuss sources for a series
of nee-satirical drawings which corrnnented on man's relationship to
the machine.

It was not intended to be a political discussion of

economic theories.

The study offered insight into the revolution of

consciousness necessary for the survival of creativity and the human
spirit over the machine syndrome in .America.

Maslow, concluded in his

psychological theory of becoming:
Distinctions between work and play become vague in selfactualizing people . . . creativity is inherent in human nature,
a potentiality, given to all or most human beings at birth,
which is often lost or buried or inhibited as a person gets
enculturated (13:138).
The source material was derived from vicarious and direct
experience and applied in a creative fashion.

Experiences perceived

through someone's participation in an event or experience acquired
through second hand sources or knowledge was defined as vicarious
experience.
event.

Direct experience required actual participation in an

"Surreal" implications were also used as sources, because the

encounters seemed unreal or dreamlike.

An

event was tenned "surreal"

if creativity or human qualities assumed machine-like behavior.

For

example, the substitution of artificial experience for real experience
was tenned "surreal." A typical example was Charles Reich's discussion
of Astro Turf:
. . . the new artificial football field developed by
Monsanto . . . a grass-green color that the coming winter
cannot fade, and better footing than earth can provide.
This is how we are using our resources while the poor
get poorer (17:187).

3

This study was concerned with social conunent and the intensity
of emotional expression.

The work was not intended to be a socio-

logical study with illustrations, nor as an over-literate approach to
art, but rather as a study of fine art problems.
questions raised were as follows:

The problems and

(1) How are contradictions resolved

when strict definitions of fine art and caricature are combined in
drawing?

(2) How are surrealist and conceptual processes integrated

with biomorphic and mechanical forms?

(2) What are the possible

symbols and techniques for expressing ideas and emotions about the
"mechano-organic" theme?
This study was intended to help beginning art students develop
a sense of draftsmanship, and to expose them to diverse sources for
content statements.

The thought processes, techniques and personal

experiences, which were sources for these drawings could serve as
departure points for students to generate original ideas, especially
for satirical drawing.

As an adjunct to this study one was able to

expand the creative and technical aspects of drawing in a neosatirical mode of expression.
In conclusion, a philosophical defense of the aesthetic merits
of the drawings was not presented.

However, a statement of the

author's aesthetic position was included.

The relationship between

caricature and fine art was not presented as an academic study, but
was discussed in terms of the drawings.

Therefore, criteria for

detennining at what point a work of satirical nature becomes fine or
high art was to be the intended result of this study.
An attempt was made to limit the complexity of technique by

retaining the directness and inunediacy inherent in drawing.

The

4
drawings were not allowed to be subordinated to technique.

A main

purpose of the study was to master certain rendering techniques in
drawing, but the medium was not necessarily the message.

The content

and techniques had various degrees of dominance in different drawings.
Closed compositions and over-all surface rendering were omitted;
thus, openness and white space created an infonnal atmosphere
consistent with a satirical-surrealist approach to drawing.
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Plate 1

Shakes;eeare
Sacrificed- -or- the Offering to
Avarice
James Gillray,
1789. Etching.

Plate 2

Rue Transnonain , April 15, 1834, Honore Daumier.

Lithograph.

6

Plate 3

Amorous Process ion
Francis Picabia,
1917. Painti ng.

Plate 4

White Disaster
Andy Warhol, 1963.
Photoserigraph.

Please note: An image on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Plate · S

At Last a Perfe ct
Soldier
Rober t Minor, 1916.
Drawing.

Plate 6

Making the World Turn
The Bank of America,
1971. Advertisement
published in t he College
Placement Annual ,
Bethlehem, Pennsyl vania .

Please note: An image on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

rnAPTER II
BACKGROUND STUDY SUMMARY
Art, art, what is art? Is it the copying faithfully
a person's face? A landscape? No, that is Machinery.
Painting nature as she is, is not art, it is mechanical
genius . . . creating a picture without models is art (16:52).
Satirical Printmaking
One of the main purposes of this study was to develop criteria
for determining at what point a work with satirical content becomes
fine art.

Criteria was developed and applied as two "artist-print-

makers" and their prints:

(1) James Gillray's Shakespeare Sacrificed

(pl. 1) and (2) Honore Daumier's Rue Transnonain, April 15, 1834
(pl. 2).
James Gillray expressed strong personal prejudices about art
in an attack against Alderman Boydell, printseller and engraver, in
Shakespeare Sacrificed.

Honore Daumier connnemorated in his print a

violent act of police brutality on the family of an innocent working
man, who lived on the street Rue Transnonain in Paris, France.
The role of satirical printmaker had many aspects in conman
with the working journalist.

A journalist must present the facts of a

story in an objective manner.

In comparison, a satirical printmaker

must," . . • keep his artistic cool and not let his feelings interfere
with his sense of aesthetics" (20:25).
objectivity in Rue Transnonain:

Daumier kept his sense of

"The representation of the facts
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alone is more powerful and damaging than any corrnnent by distortion.
The event provides its own corrnnentary" (9:198).
The investigator detennined that a satirical print or drawing
became "fine" art when it had:

(1) controlled draftsmanship, (2)

strong composition, (3) elements of passive reporting and active
corrnnentary, (4) a lasting message, (5) a hand-etched plate, (6) a
clearly stated message, and (7) the artist's reputation secure in
Art Historical circles (20:26).
Gillray pointed out that Boydell established the Shakespeare
Gallery; to this extent he was a "passive reporter." The print is
more personal propaganda than active corrnnentary, because it purported
Gillray's personal opinion and not, as in Daumier's print, a universal
truism.
Gillray's print was over-literate to the degree that:

"In

his impatience to strike out, he lacked solid conception and had to
resort to long explanations and captions" (20:86).
The investigator did not dispute that Gillray was a master
draftsman.

The main criticism was his composition.

The concentration

of so many graphic symbols in the composition confused the central
message.
In Rue Transnonain the draftsmanship was solid and controlled:
"The drawing is impeccable; problems of anatomy foreshortening , and
balance are mastered.

The tones of the print are marvelously

rich" (22: 59).
Social conditions in France in 1834 were right for the
brutality portrayed in Rue Transnonain.

The social conditions are

somewhat similar in the United States today as witnessed by the events
at Kent State University in May 1970 (pl. 9).
Surrealism
The Surrealist movement was an attempt to be free of the
conventional "ineffective thinking" which brought about the chaos of
World War I.

"Professional Fool" (pl. 17) referred to this chaos.

It corrnnented on the same "death to intelligence" depicted in Picasso's
Guernica.

The surrealists created a "super reality" by freely

associating images based on myth, magic, fantasy, and dreams.

The

surrealists fused the dream and conscious states into one "surrealist
outlook."

Laughter, absurdity, and self-awareness offered them a

more significant life.

Benjamin Peret describes this absurdity in

his poem,
Au

Bout du Monde:

Stupid like sausages whose sauerkraut has already been
eaten away.
There would be in the hollow of my hand
a little lantern
golden like a fried egg
and so light that the soles of my shoes would fly like a fake nose
so that the bottom of the sea would be a telephone booth
and the phone would be forever out of order (1:156).
Like the Surrealist movement, the current revolution of
consciousness in America offers a new liberated way of life, hlllllor,
and corrnnunity.

It originates from a desire to rediscover what it

means to be hlllllan and transcend machine technology:
TI1e art to be taught by the new generation is how to use
and transcend that machine . . . pay attention to the rhythms
of the body, pay heed to the instincts, obey the rhythms and
ITR.lsic of nature, be guided by the imagination (17:380).
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Francis Picabia, born in 1879 in France, was the primary
surrealist artist involved in the backgrotmd study.
non -ftmctional machine images:

Picabia used

hoses, coils , springs , and spark

plugs to symbolize erotic situations as seen in .Amorous Procession
(pl. 3).

The author used machine parts to symbolize anything inhuman

to attitudes in regard to industrial society.

The connnon bond

between Picabia's work and the drawings in this study was the use
of:

(1) machine imagery, (2) surrealist attitudes, (3) conceptual

art ideas, and (4) connnercial art techniques such as illustration
and typography.
Picabia believed that his machine paintings were antiaesthetic, and this Dadaist aspect freed him from many art school
habits.

"The Tail is a Simple Mass of Feathers Built on a Small Mass

of Flesh" (pl. 21) corrnnented on some of these same art school habits.
Erotic symbolism was implicit in most of Picabia's machine
paintings.

In "Semantic Gargoyle:

the Imperial Ball Bearing Axle"

(pl. 16) and "Kill the Spectator" (pl. 22) this same erotic quality
was implied.
Picabia, because of his concern with Dadaist ideas, may have
been an originator of the current "Conceptual Art" movement, and
"Series #3" (pls. 15 - 22) used a conceptual mode as sources for
content ideas.

Thus, Picabia's work has an added significance:

"Duchamp and Picabia were an artistic team.

As

a team they must now

be acknowledged as the gestators of today's fonn of '''Conceptual Art'"
(16:73).
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Aesthetics
TI1is investigator's aesthetic philosophy is consistent with
Edmund Feldman's definition of "Expressivism." According to Feldman
good expressivist art should:
. . . corrnm.micate ideas and feelings effectively, intensely,
and vividly. It is the opposite pole from formalism1 in its
lack of interest in the niceties of formal organization for
its own sake . . • ideas and emotions expressed are more important than the technical qualities . . . . Expressivist art
(1) carries the viewer beyond the customary range of intensity
in apprehension of ideas and the awareness of feelings and
(2) ad1ieves this result because it communicates an idea of
importance through teclmique or through sheer force of feeling
and depth of emotion experienced by the artist . . . originality,
contemporary relevance, and cognitive validity of the ideas
communicated become important criteria for judgment (5:460-462).

1Fonnalism stresses fonnal organization, craftsmanship, and
the platonist ideal of a perfect embodiment of things. Instnnnentalism
is distinguished from Formalism and Expressivism by a concern for the
consequences of ideas and feelings expressed (5:459, 465).

CHAPTER III
TI-IE DRAWINGS

Object and Image
Many drawings used actual three-dimensional "found" objects
within the compositions.

Surrealists like Duchamp and Picabia as

well as Pop artists like Rauschenberg and Dine have used real objects
to introduce the everyday world into art.

Subsequently, they remind

us of the larger realm of creative experience which extends beyond
strict definitions of fine art.

The reason the investigator used

real objects was more consistent with Jim Dine's approach than D.lchamp's
reasoning:
When Duchamp used objects to light upon the creative
experience, he was obliged • . . to keep them at arms' length
with the subtleties of fine art reasoning . . . . Dine on
the other hand, seems so completely at home with the language
of objects that he is able to take these objects quite bodily
and use them to investigate just those subtleties that Duchamp
employed (7:48).
Jim Dine, like Picabia, used objects both as subject matter
and as visual elements.

"Consciousness II:

Our Nation's Principal"

(pl. 18) used rubber walnuts within the glass frames which:

(1) served

as visual lenses and (2) symbolized the "nutty" absurd quality of
rigid categorical thinking.

Real objects evoked a human presence,

and the objects were mass-produced by the machine, which emphasized
the "mechano-organic" theme.
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The use of photographic images in collage or transfer
frottage visually and technically commented on the effect the mass
media have on perception of reality.

Photographic images symbolized

the relationship between the mechanically reproduced image and the
hand-made mark.

Andy Warhol proved to be an important source relevant

to journalism's effect on fine art:

"The transference of journalism

to a fine art context gives both a curious authority which Warhol,
more than anyone else, has learned to exploit" (7:149).
Repeated photographic images in, "Consciousness II:

Our

Nation's Principal" (pl. 18) and "I 'm Tough" (pl. 8) were used much
in the manner that Warhol used photographs in White Disaster (pl. 4).
DalUilier's Rue Transnonain and Warhol's White Disaster both used
journalistic principles:

(1) actual events "news" (tragedies and

disasters) used as content and (2) objectivity that let the event
provide its own connnentary.

The following caption appeared llllder a

copy of the same wire service news photograph that Andy Warhol used
in the photoserigraph, White Disaster, in 1963:
Richard J. Hubbard, 24, of Seattle, hangs from steel foot
spikes while his wrecked car burns at his feet . . . . Hubbard's
car struck an embankment, rolled over and crashed into the
utility pole. He was thrown ~ith such impact that he was
stabbed by (the) spike. (AP)
The above caption was submitted as evidence that:
Rhetoric is no longer necessary . • . our senses are so
overloaded with artificial emotion from the mass media . . .
that a stark repetition like Warhol's means more than an
ultra-expressionist portrayal of accident victims ever
could (12:99).

2This caption was written by an anonymous Associated Press
reporter; among other newspapers it was carried by The Oakland
(California) Triblllle in 1963. The caption alone dictnot have the
impact of the news photograph.
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The literal use of news photographs was a valid way to create
connnentary or satirical statements.

"Light Up a Kent" (pl. 9) was

drawn from the photographs showing the confrontation between students
and the National Guard at Kent State University, Ohio, in May 1970
(6:30, 31).
Drawings Series #1
Series #1 (pls. 7 - 11) combined spray paint (Bright Silver
Aluminum and Brass), graphite and colored pencil, plastic amber
transparent gels, collage, and transfer frottage 3 in a mixed fashion.
"Consciousness I" (pl. 7) combines a mechanical drawing
technique with colored pencil modeling.

Color slides were taken of

rusting obsolete machinery; the machine forms were then simplified
into line drawings.

Combining intestinal and machine-like forms for

maximum contrast was the main technical problem throughout this study.
"I'm Tough" (pl. 8) satirizes the similarities between business
and military organization:
. • • organizations are composed of replaceable members . . . .
Formal organization is set up to minimize--if not eliminate-disruptions caused by personality and individual idiosyncrasy.
It does not matter who performs a given role, provided his
behaviors are appropriate and conforming (21:5).
Ci ting Norman Mailer, McLuhan says:
. . . this portrait of the army executive whose tasks and
decision so closely resemble those of the business executive.
both cults make for the production of masses of replaceable
human parts . . . leveling all personal differences and
distinctions (14:37).
3Transfer frottage was a technique by which magazine
images were transferred onto the drawing surface by rubbing
lacquer thinner on the back of the photograph.
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The investigator's experiences with industrial and educational institutions and the Anny were sources for "I'm Tough" (pl. 8) .
For further understanding of the lack of human concern for individual
differences expressed in this drawing, refer to Robert Minor's
drawing, At Last A Perfect Soldier (pl. 5).
The following copy which appeared in an advertisement for
Bonds clothes in 1942, defines the touglmess implied in "I'm Tough"
(pl. 8):
Pantywaist stuff bums me. Work ten hours a day . . . .
Gang at the plant call me "Chief" . . . . Just good clothes
with plenty of guts . . . . Tough Tom signs on the dotted
line.
Yanks are smart traders . . . wear like iron . . .
fools to make 'em so good (14:130).
The main teclmical problem was masking off the areas to be
sprayed with paint.
aids.

Drafting tape and cut paper were used as masking

Plastic amber colored gels were taped to the back of the cut

out eye sockets in the gas masks.

Sprayed edges were touched up with

soft pencil by outlining the entire sprayed frame.
"Light Up a Kent" (pl. 9) was based on "vicarious" experience.
The actual pictures of the students killed at Kent State were placed
behind the amber plastic gels.

A pencil drawing teclmique using short

single strokes emphasized the physical rigid power of the National
Guard.
''Mass Media Mentality" (pl. 11) used this author's study of
mass communications (1964 - 1966) as source content:

the following

poem written during those two years describes the satire of this
drawing:
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If you eat Cheerios and brush your teeth with Crest,
and your coat of arms is a cover of Reader's Digest.
Then you're suffering from the cancer of sanity,
better known as the "Mass Media Mentality.
You can't reach the Twilight Zone on pot or LSD
Get that electronic high by watching TV.
Rust in the ears is a symptom of the mass media blues.
"Good night, David. Good night, Chet. And good night
for N.B.C. News."
The illusion of transparency was achieved on the green tooth
paste which flows through the sieve into the bottom of the composition.
Drawings Series #2
A surrealistic emphasis was made in this series of drawings.
"Surrealist Spray of Symbolism" (pl. 12) was created after reading
the poetry of Benjamin Peret.

The intestinal forms were rendered

with pastel to achieve a softer effect.

The contrast between mechanical

and organic forms was more successful than previous attempts.

However,

perfect contrast was not achieved, so air brush technique was the next
logical step.
The "guts" drawings (pls. 13 and 14) were made by spraying
colored ink through an air brush.
encountered:

Several masking problems were

(1) Gnnnbacher ''Miskit Masking Liquid Frisket" was

brushed on, but it proved unsatisfactory for large areas; (2) "Asco
Frisket Paper (medium)" when used with rubber cement, left bubbles,
and when the frisket paper was removed a ragged edge appeared along
the outside of the organic forms; and (3) when cutting out the positive
areas to be air brushed, the Exacto lmife often made an indentation
in the paper.
Three coats of rubber cement, if smoothed out with a plastic
straight edge, gave a relatively clean edge around the organic forms.
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"E-Z Frisket Paper" with an adhesive backing, often tore the drawing
surface when removed.

''Asco Frisket Paper,'' rubber cement, and a

plastic ruler proved to be the best solution to the rough edge problem;
messy edges were touched up with pen and ink.
The air brush technique proved the best solution for obtaining
a naturalistic, smooth organic fonn.

When the air brushed fonns were

combined with the graphite rendering techniques on the machine fonns,
excellent contrast was achieved.

Red, orange, brown, gray, white,

blue, and black ink was sprayed by air brush on large sheets of Bristol
Board paper.
fonns.

Gray and black ink was sprayed armmd the edges of the

A base red-orange color was gradually built up, and highlights

of white created the final three-dimensional illusion.

Tonalities of

green and blue were used to connote veins, and bold areas of black
helped create a strong depth illusion.

The titles, "Gut Reaction"

(pl. 13) and "Good Old Red BlooM.ed .American Guts" (pl. 14) were taken
from remarks a Pentagon Anny General made on the C.B.S. TV Network
documentary "The Selling of the Pentagon" aired in the Spring of 1971. 4
Drawings Series #3
This series of drawings used a conceptual art mode as a source
for content.

A conceptual art approach stresses the idea or informa-

tion connnunicated.

Conceptual art redefines the traditional categories

of art; it moves the artist into the area of processes rather than
perfecting a finished end product.

The Infonnation show, Fall 1970, at

4other quotes from the program could have served equally well as
sources for content statements in nee-satirical drawings, for example:
"The mad minute," "Great fun to get your finger on the trigger," and
"Tinted red for emphasis."
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the Museum of Modern Art in New York exhibited a drawing based on the
concept of the number four.

Four draftsman, each using one of four

colors (black, red, yellow, blue) throughout, drew straight lines
four inches long, four hours a day, for four days, working in four
different squares each day.
For the purposes of this study, conceptual modes were combined
with Surrealist and satirical impulses; the resulting drawings were
rather minimal in appearance, but one central concept was explored in
each of the drawings.

Because both satirical and conceptual artists

were concerned with ideas, a conceptual mode seemed logical.
An intellectual climate that embraces Marcel Duchamp,
Marshall McLuhan, . . . John Cage, . • . adds to an already complex
situation. It is even more enriched by the implications, for
example, of Dada, and more recently happenings and Pop and
''Minimal" art (15: 140).

"Efficiency Rating" (pl. 15) was based on the author's personal
experiences while operating banking machines.
the rigid time schedules of the working day.

The "9 to 5" symbolizes
The statement written

within the vacuum-fonned plastic packaging container says, "This check
was inadvertently mutilated while being processed by automated equipment
designed to provide fast economical service.

We hope this will not

inconvenience you." Two ironies were implicitj

(1) if the system

mutilates checks, one may question the efficiency of the design (2) the
system not only mutilates checks, it mJCY inadvertently mutilate the
creative growth of the system's operators; especially if the system's
designers had the mechanistic world view illustrated in Making the World
Turn (pl. 6).
Transfer frottage was combined with gesture technique in
the faces.

The Excedrin P.M. bottle was an example of a fotmd object
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consistent with the time concept.
"Semantic Gargoyle:

the Imperial Ball Bearing Axle"

(pl. 16):
. . . helps us to see one of the most peculiar features of
our world--the interfusion of sex and technology . . . a htmgry
curiosity to explore and enlarge the domain of sex by
mechanical technique, on the one hand, and on the other,
to possess machines in a sexually gratifying way (14:94).
Trans-artype 5 halftone dot patterns were placed over a pencil and
pastel drawing of a shower head.

Air brushed forms and Xerox-collage 6

were inserted behind the cut out section.
"Professional Fool" (pl. 17) was based on the concept "H." Hog
images and Hitler's face were arranged so the viewer could associate
whatever connotations came to mind.

The original source was an

encyclopedia randomly opened to the "H" section.

Charcoal was used

on Hitler's head, and the hogs were rendered with graphite.

The

xeroxed statement within the vacuum-formed box refers to the Nazi
Condor Legion's intensive bombing of the civilian populations in
Guernica, Spain, in 1937.
"Consciousness II;

Our Nation's Principal" (pl. 18) was based

on "conservative" viewpoints of several personalities.

President

Nixon's forehead was drawn from a photograph taken by David Douglas
Thmcan (4:64); it symbolized the type of mentality that relies on
categories such as:

"Is not moody," "Is objective about himself,"

5Trans-artype is a connnercial brand name for letters and
symbols attached to acetate sheets, which are used as graphic arts
aids. They are transferable to another surface by rubbing.
6xerox-collage was a term this author coined to describe
a print made by copying collaged images in a Xerox copying machine.
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and "Wears Well," as the only way to evaluate human personality.
Xerox-collage was used behind the found object plastic cookie
tray; it depicts faces cropped in unifonn size to confonn to the
rating fonn.

The hair was rendered with black charcoal and high-

lighted with white charcoal pencil.
"Affluent Effluence" (pl. 19) used a newsphoto from the
society page of the San Leandro, California, Morning News as a source.
The people in the picture were posed to show off their wealth and
success.

The affluence was so obvious that the photograph was inter-

preted as effluence--the spilling out of what the "have-nots" desire
most.

The Eagle with the Trans-artype machine eye symbolized .American

society.
The Herb-Ox Beef Bouillon Cubes within the vacuum fanned
holder symbolized:

(1) cubical apartment existence, (2) enculturation

process, (3) cheap quality of mass-produced products, and (4) life
cycle in which something organic is transfonned into a cube of
cremated ashes or compacted metal.
The technique combined a very soft-edged organic style of
drawing on the Eagle with mechanical line drawing of the figures.
Staedtler 4H , F, 4B, and Ebony Black graphite pencils were used to
render the Eagle.
"Consciousness II I" (pl. 20) symbolized the life style which
may transcend the machine; it represented a search for meaning,
corrnnunity, and liberation:
Consciousness III . • . does not propose to abolish work or
excellence, it proposes to abolish irrational and involuntary
servitude. It does not propose to abolish organization, or
govenunent.
Consciousness III is neither lazy, defenseless,
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nor incompetent. It does not reject technique; it rejects
domination by technique • . • the historic time for man's
transcendence over the machine has come (17:356).
The hair was rendered with charcoal as in "Consciousness II:
Our Nation's Principal" (pl. 18).

The glasses and fake nose help

connote the humor which is characteristic of the new consciousness.
The reflective lenses represent the change in self necessary for
liberation.

The Trans-artype "Press to Test" eye buttons referred

to a touching technique used in sensi ti vi ty training.

The drawing

behind the cookie tray is loosely composed of transfer frottage to
contrast with the rigidity of Consciousness II.
"The Tail is a Simple Mass of Feathers Built on a Small :Mass
of Flesh" (pl. 21) commented on art school teaching techniques.
title describes how to construct Donald Duck's tail.

The

Devices such

as proportion lines do not necessarily insure good results in cartoon
or fine art drawing.
"Kill the Spectator" (pl. 22) described:
. . . what draws people to the death shows of the speedways
and fills the press and magazines with close-ups of executions,
suicides, and smashed bodies. A metaphysical hunger to express
everything sexually . . • to pluck out the heart of the mystery
for a super-thrill (14:101).
The source for this drawing was the image seen in a small
plastic telescope.

The artificial fruit sprayed silver-aluminum and

placed within the vacuum-formed holder symbolized the artificial
quality of life in .America.

A very subtle rendering technique was

used to contrast with the impact of the bold image.

The dark gray

plexiglass covered the drawing, so that the bold image would kill
the spectator with shock when the image behind was finally perceived.

CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION
This studio thesis described content sources for a series of
nee-satirical drawings.

Personal and vicarious experiences, the study

of art history, reading, objects, photographs, and poetry were used as
content sources.

Most source experiences were interpreted as "surreal."

Surreal meant tmreal or inhtunan.

One or two concepts were isolated and

discussed in each drawing.
The "mechano-organic" theme discussed man's relationship to
machine technology through graphic symbols and written explanation.

In

order to achieve ma:ximlllll contrast between mechanical and organic fonns,
two separate rendering techniques were developed for each type of fonn.
The relationship between caricature and fine art was found to
be compatible if draftsmanship and composition were superior and the
content statements of lasting or tmiversal quality.

However, one must

constantly refine the subtlety of the satire and relationships of the
graphic elements.
The fusion of Surrealistic and Conceptual principles gave the
satire added thrust.

Contemporary significance (by significance it was

meant something that one could make sense out of) was hopefully achieved
by using the above techniques to arrive at a new image of satirical
drawing.
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Plate 7

"Consciousness I"

Graphite

&Colored Pencil,
Plate

15" x 18"

8

"I 'm Tough"

Mixed Media, 15" x 15"
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Plate 9

"Light Up a Kent"
Mixed Media, 13" x 13"
Plate 10

"Below Standard Desired"
Mixed Media, 16" x 18"
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Plate 11

''Mass Media Mentality"
Mixed Media, 15" x 15"
Plate 12

"Surrealist Spray of Symbolism"
Graphite &Pastel, 15" x 15"
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Plate 13

"Gut Reaction"
Air brush & Graphite, 18" x 20"
Plate 14

"Good Old Red Blooded American Guts"
Air Brush &Graphite, 23" x 29"
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Plate 15

"Efficiency Rating"
Mixed Media, 9" x 18"

Plate 16

"Semantic Gargoyle:

The Imperial Ball Bearing Axle"

Mixed Media, 11" x 13"
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Plate 17

"Professional Fool"
Graphite &Charcoal, 14" x 17"
Plate 18

"Consciousness II:

Our Nation 's Principal"

Mixed Media, 12" x 15"
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Plate 19

"Affluent Effluence"
Graphite & Collage, 14" x 20 11
Plate 20

"Consciousness II I"
Mixed Media, 12" x 15"
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Plate 21

"The Tail is a Simple Mass of Feathers Built on a Small Mass of Flesh"
Graphite, 14" x 20"
Plate 22

"Kill the Spectator"
Graphite &Plexiglass, 24" x 24"
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